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9. line numbers 10. input and output
11. basic sscanf and strcasestr: read
in a string, extract a pattern from it
12. advanced examples: 13. data
structure 14. netstat, httpd and ftp
protocol 15. advanced topics 16.
sockets 17. dtrace 18. profiling 19.
firewall and netfilter 20. sorting and
binarily 21. job control 22. text
processing 23. date and time
manipulation you will find that unix is
a powerful operating system. in unix,
powerful is synonymous with flexible.
by allowing programs to be written to
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work with many commands and file
formats, the system can overcome
the limitations of previous operating
systems. because of this system
flexibility, the system is often
referred to as a general purpose
operating system. while the system
is general purpose, many tasks can
be performed faster on unix than on
many other systems. the basic
operation of a unix program is to
read data from the command line (or
standard input), process that data,
and write the results to standard
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output and standard error. the code
to process the data is typically stored
in a function, which has its own
independent input and output files.
the input and output files that hold
the results are called files. there are
two types of files: regular and
temporary. users and programs will
specify special characters in the file
and pass those arguments to a
command. the shell does not parse
the command line, instead it passes
all characters in the string to the
command. when the command line
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finishes processing, it returns any
results to the shell. in addition to
normal commands, the shell can run
programs with special features, such
as shell scripts (see below).
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description: lexus navigation dvd 121
gen 5 subtitles dvd fulfillment by
amazon (fba) is a service we offer
sellers that lets them store their
products in amazon's fulfillment

centers, and we directly pack, ship,
and provide customer service for

these products. something we hope
you'll especially enjoy: fba items

qualify for free shipping and . unix
allows you to navigate within a

directory using the cd command.if
you are in the same directory as the

directory you wish to change, type cd
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mydirectory .to change to a
directory, type cd mydirectory note:
if you have more than one directory

named mydirectory in the same level
of the directory tree, you will change
to the wrong directory. in this case
you can use wildcard characters to
change to all the directories in the

directory. for example, change to all
directories in the mydirectory

directory by typing: cd mydirectory
the following table lists all the

possible wildcard characters for the
cd command. wildcards character
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value * all characters ? characters
that match any character [a-za-z0-9]
characters that match any character
(in the current directory) [a-za-z0-9]
characters that match any character
(in any directory) ~ a file or directory

in the current directory a file or
directory in any directory a symbolic

link to a file or directory in the
current directory symbolic links are

represented by ~ 5ec8ef588b
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